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1. Introduction 
High resolution, city-level exposure databases are important tools for risk planning and            
damage assessment. However, this kind of information is not always available,           
especially in developing countries where cities have grown rapidly without excessive           
planning or oversight, and sending a team of engineers to manually generate such a              
database by traditional means can be prohibitively costly. 
 
In recent years, we have seen tremendous growth in the availability of Earth             
Observation (EO) data, such as multispectral imagery or LiDAR point clouds, and also             
the processing capabilities of said data, not just in raw computing power but also in               
novel statistical modeling and analytical techniques known as Machine Learning (ML)           
and Computer Vision (CV). 
 
The aim of this work is to apply Machine Learning methods to aid in the generation of                 
such databases as a case study in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, and to expose these methods              
in a comprehensible, reproducible fashion, as a series of open source programming            
scripts. 

1.1. Objectives 
- Research the current state of knowledge in exposure database generation. 

 
- Investigate ML/CV techniques to transform, analyze and model EO data. 

 
- Build a reproducible pipeline for collecting, processing and modeling said data. 

 
- Publish the processing pipeline as a series of Jupyter Notebooks (combinations  

of text, code and outputs). 
 

- Analyze the results and compare them to previous studies. 
 

- Propose further advances in the field of study. 
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1.2. State of the art 
When using EO techniques to characterize exposure in an urban setting (as opposed to              
collecting data on-site), one of the first and fundamental steps is detecting building             
footprints. Ideally, each building should be represented by a single polygon. To achieve             
this, one of four several methods or sources can be used: 
 

- Official databases, such as cadaster registries. An example of such usage can            
be found in Torres et al. (2019a). 
 

- Other cartographical databases, such as OpenStreetMap (Geiss et al. 2017); or           
combinations thereof, such as the use of real estate listings and Google Maps by              
Qi et al. (2017). 
 

- Image segmentation, generally followed by a classification process inside an          
Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA) workflow (Wieland et al., 2012a). 
 

- Manual digitization, as proposed by Su et al. (2015). 
 
Of course, all of these have advantages but also drawbacks. While using official             
databases is the prefered option, these are not always available or accessible (such is              
the case in Haiti). Other databases, the existence or availability of which is also not               
ensured, should be validated and completed. 
 
When these databases, official or otherwise, do not exist, one must generate the             
building footprints using remotely acquired data, such as multispectral imagery, RADAR           
or LiDAR. With said data, one can either use image segmentation techniques or             
manually digitize buildings. Segmentation is adequate for covering large study areas,           
such as whole cities or even regions of a country, since it’s a highly scalable, automatic                
process. However, the output of an image segmentation is not usually satisfactory since             
polygons rarely represent a single, whole building, which is required to adequately            
estimate the number and area of buildings. In this field, several approaches have been              
tried, such as using complex hierarchical segmentations (Geiss et al., 2017) or            
identifying building shadows (Ehrlich et al., 2013), with mixed results. 
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Given the current limitations adherent to segmentation techniques, some authors          
recommend using a more classic approach and manually digitizing buildings (Qi et al.,             
2017), which provides precise footprints in reasonable times (4-5 hours for 1200            
buildings). However, manual digitization has inherent scalability issues (throughput         
increases linearly with time) and is therefore ill-suited for large scale operations. 
 
Once these footprints are detected, by whatever means, the next step is to identify              
relevant features for them. Regarding seismic vulnerability, several taxonomies exist,          
which define not only which attributes to list but also ranges, intervals, etc. Some              
taxonomies are region specific while others are used worldwide, such as the one             
proposed by GEM (Brzev et al., 2013) or the ongoing RIESGOS project (project             
manager: Massimiliano pittore). Most taxonomies have a common set of features, such            
as building height or number of floors, built area, centroid coordinates and roof type              
and/or material. Other authors also include parameters such as shape indices, the year             
of construction or the current building use. 
 
Despite being one of the ever-present attributes, building height can be especially hard             
to acquire, given the lack of 3D data in most parts of the world. One of the most used                   
methods to solve this problem has been identifying building shadows, despite its several             
limitations (the shadow must be projected on the floor, which rarely occurs in dense              
urban settings). Others, such as Pittore et al. (2013) have used Mobile Mapping             
Systems on a vehicle to calculate building height. 
 
As an alternative to using passive sensors such as imagery, data from active sensors              
such as RADAR or LiDAR are increasingly accessible (Geiss et al., 2015; 2016). SAR              
data can provide GSD of up to 1 meter, while LiDAR returns point clouds of up to                 
several points per meter. Furthermore, with the growing importance of LiDAR in            
non-traditional geospatial industries, such as the automotive industry, LiDAR sensors          
will predictably become cheaper and easier to use. LiDAR data is also increasingly             
accessible thanks to open programs, such as Spain’s PNOA or initiatives like            
OpenTopography. 
 
The study area does not have available cadaster registries or other official public             
datasets, nor is their high quality data from third parties, so this work will focus on using                 
available multispectral imagery and LiDAR data for footprint extraction and feature           
extraction. Since this work is focused on automatizing processes, we’ll use           
segmentation and classification techniques, which are a subset of ML and CV. 
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This document will start with a description of the study area, followed by the proposed               
methodology and implemented workflow. Then, the results of said workflow will be            
presented and discussed, and finally some conclusions will be drawn regarding the            
approach. 

1.3. Study Area 
Port-au-Prince is the capital city of Haiti, a caribbean country which, together with the              
Dominican Republic, forms the island of La Hispaniola, as seen in Figure 1. According              
to the World Bank, Haiti is the poorest country in the western hemisphere, with a GDP                
per capita of only 870$ in 2018. A consequence of this is that 6 million people subsist                 
with only 2.5$ a day, and 2.5 million people under the line of extreme poverty (1.2€/day) 

 
Figure 1. The island of La Hispaniola, with Haiti’s capital, Port-au-Prince, in red. 

 
Haiti is located near the northern limit of the Caribbean Plate, which leaves the country               
exposed to several natural disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes or floods. Given            
the country’s socio-economic context, these disasters are hard to recover from. 
 
One of the most infamous humanitarian crises of the century was caused by the 2010               
earthquake, originated just 25 kilometers south of Port-au-Prince, which caused more           
than 300 000 deaths, displaced more than a million people and damaged nearly half of               
all structures in the epicentral area. The disaster also sparked one of the world’s largest               
humanitarian responses, which included the need for cartographic and geospatial data.           
This need started projects like Humanitarian OpenStreetMap and also brought us the            
data used in this work. 
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1.3.1. Model Building Types (MBT’s) 
The end goal of this work is semi-automatically detecting buildings and their building             
types. To define these classes, we build on the work of Torres et al. (2016), who                
classified buildings in Port-au-Prince in six classes. Since some of these classes are             
relatively rare, and hard to differentiate from one another based on remotely detected             
attributes only, we’ve grouped these six classes into two broader ones. 
 

Table 1. Model Building Types in Port-au-Prince. Based on Torres et al. (2016) 

Structure Enclosure MBT Nº of buildings 

Reinforced 
concrete or 
reinforced masonry 

Reinforced 
concrete or 
masonry 

RC 49667 

Masonry or 
confined masonry 

Masonry or metal 
and masonry 

MAndW 13401 

 
As seen in Table 1, the RC MBT is far more frequent than the MAndW type. In ML                  
parlance, this is known as an “unbalanced classes” problem, which means that            
classification models will tend to overpredict that buildings will belong to the dominant             
class. We’ll have to account for this when providing data to train the models. 
 
Also, we’ll expect the spatial distribution of these MBT’s to not be homogeneous, since              
buildings from the RC type are sturdier and, therefore, expected to be present in more               
affluent parts of the city. To account for this spatial distribution, we’ll use a stratified               
approach, detailed in the next section. 
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2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Workflow 
 
In order to achieve the previously stated goals, a methodological procedure has been             
designed that consists of four main phases: 
 

1. Applying an OBIA process to the aerial imagery and LiDAR data in order to              
extract buildings and identifying the roof material. 
 

2. Extracting the fundamental attributes from the previous step: area, height and           
roof type. 
 

3. Training an ML classification model on the ground truth data to predict each             
building’s MBT from three attributes: area, height and roof type. 
 

4. Validating the classification model comparing the distribution of the ground truth           
data and the classified buildings. 

 
A diagram of this workflow can be seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Full workflow from raw data to MBT validation. In blue, data layers; in yellow, classification 

models and, in green, attributes for the MBT Classification Model. CM is short for Classification Model. 
 
Of these three steps, the most complex and interesting one is step 1, running the OBIA                
process, which itself has several substeps, visible in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Workflow inside step 1 of Figure 2. CM is short for Classification Model. 
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2.2. Introduction to Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA) 
 
Remote sensing applications have typically used a pixel based approach for automatic            
(or semi-automatic) image classification, where each pixel is individually put into a class             
based on its intensity values for single or multiple bands. Two main groups of              
classification algorithms exist: 
 

- Supervised classification: the algorithm is provided with correctly labeled data          
for a group of pixels, and learns from these patterns to classify the rest of the                
pixels. 
 

- Unsupervised classification: the algorithm separates pixels into different        
groups without human input. These classes may or may not correspond to            
human-interpretable classes, such as vegetation or rooftops. 

 
Despite the widespread use of pixel based classification, these techniques do not take             
into account the spatial or contextual information of the pixel of interest, which leads to a                
“salt and pepper” effect that reduces the overall accuracy (Weih & Riggan, 2010). 
 
Given the ever growing availability of high resolution imagery, other techniques that do             
take into account this contextual information have been developed. These techniques           
are jointly known as Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA, for short). 
 
In an OBIA approach, pixels are grouped into objects, or segments, and a single class               
is given to the whole group. This has several advantages: 
 

- More attributes can be extracted for an object than for a single pixel 
 

- The minimum spatial unit (the object) is conceptually closer to how humans            
observe images than individual pixels 

 
However, OBIA also has drawbacks. Mainly, the image must be subject to a process              
that defines the groups of pixels, known as segmentation, and the attributes of this              
object must be somehow calculated, in a process known as feature extraction. A             
comparison of pixel-based and object-based approaches can be seen in Table 2 and             
Figure 4. 
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Table 2. Comparison of pixel-based and object-based approaches to image classification. 

Pixel based OBIA 

Minimum spatial unit is the pixel Minimum spatial unit is the object 

One attribute per band Several attributes per band 

Directly applicable to clean images Requires segmentation and feature 
extraction 

 

 
Figure X. Comparison of pixel based (left) and object based (right) image classification. A clear “salt and 

pepper” effect can be seen in the pixel based classification. From Aplin & Smith (2008). 

2.3. Data Sources 
Three main data sources have been used: multispectral imagery, LiDAR point clouds            
and a dataset of buildings to be used as ground truth (as seen in Figure 4).                
Furthermore, the subdivision of the city in strata can be considered another data source              
in itself. 

 
Figure 4. Sample of data sources for the same area. 

Left, multispectral imagery. Center, ground truth points (in green). Right, LiDAR elevation. 
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2.3.1. City strata 
Cities are complex landscapes with a diversity of urban patterns and building types. For              
example, in many cities, the center tends to be older, with lower buildings that are more                
densely packed than post-industrial development areas. 
 

 
Figure 5. Samples of strata used in this work. 

a) Rural b) Urban Regular c) Urban Irregular d) Residential e) Informal 
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This diversity is certainly patent in Port-au-Prince, where buildings range from small,            
informal settlements on the mountain skirts to large estates in residential areas. This             
work uses strata defined in Wieland et al. (2016). In this work, the city is divided in six                  
strata: 
 

- Residential: mainly composed of isolated single-family homes, with footprints         
larger than 100 m2. Buildings in this stratum are of high quality and generally              
surrounded by vegetation and open spaces, set along regular, wide road           
networks. Residential areas are mostly found in the outskirts or the city. 
 

- Urban Regular: Typical pattern of city centers, with a higher density and smaller             
buildings than in residential areas. Roads are disposed in regular grids and some             
vegetation can be found. 
 

- Urban Irregular: Also typical of city centers, but with smaller buildings than the             
urban regular pattern, and set on a more irregular road network, frequently            
unpaved. Buildings in this stratum are generally older and made of lower quality             
materials. 
 

- Rural: Even further from the city center than residential areas are rural areas,             
with more vegetation but smaller buildings of lower quality. Some structures,           
such as walls or fences, can be identified. 
 

- Industrial: Easily identified due to the large buildings and wide, regular road            
networks, without vegetation. Industrial areas have been discarded in this study. 
 

- Informal: This pattern, extremely frequent in the mountain slopes surrounding          
the city center, is best identified by its extremely small buildings made of very low               
quality materials. The road network can be hard to identify and is generally             
unpaved. Due to the terrain slope and the low building height, effectively            
separating ground and rooftops in LiDAR point clouds can be extremely           
challenging. 

 
This work uses only five of these strata, focussing on those that contain residences, and               
therefore leaving out the industrial stratum. A sample of aerial imagery for each stratum              
can be seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 6. Urban patterns (strata) in Port-au-Prince from Wieland et al (2016). with samples superimposed. 
 
Wieland et al. (2016) extract strata using an object based approach similar to the one               
detailed in this work, using a graph-based algorithm (Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher,           
2004) for image segmentation and a Support Vector Machine for segment classification,            
trained with data labeled by human observers. The result of this work can be seen in                
Figure 6. 
 

2.3.2. Airborne imagery 
Aerial photography were acquired by the Center for Imaging Science of the Rochester             
Institute of Technology (CIS - RIT) and kindly made available to the general public via               
the center’s FTP server: ftp://dirsftp.cis.rit.edu/Haiti/ 
 
Two sets of images were taken: standard, colour RGB (with red, green and blue bands)               
images and Short Wave Infrared (SWIR) images. The specifications of each of these             
can be seen in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Technical specifications for airborne imagery. 

Kind Source Format 
Spatial 

resolution 
(GSD) 

Spectral 
resolution 

(bits, range) 
Data type 

Approx. 
image extent 

(meters) 

RGB 
imagery CIS - RIT GeoTIFF 12 cm 10 bits, 

0 - 1024 
Unsigned, 

16-bit (UInt16) 350 x 500 

SWIR 
imagery CIS - RIT GeoTIFF 60 cm 14 bits, 

0 - 16384 
Unsigned, 

16-bit (UInt16) 425 x 510 

 
An index, showing the footprint for each image, is also made available. Unfortunately,             
this footprint is for the RGB images only, whereas SWIR images are aligned but have               
different dimensions. 
 
The images present some artifacts, such as extreme values on the image border. In              
order to effectively use these, some preprocessing steps are required, which include the             
above mentioned cleaning but also mosaicing, cropping and resizing the images. More            
on this can be found in the Image Preprocessing section of this work. 

2.3.3. LiDAR 
One of the most important aspects of this work is the availability of Light Detection and                
Ranging (LiDAR) point cloud data, which is key not only in the final MBT classification               
but also during the segmentation and image classification processes. 
 
The data were jointly acquired by the CIS - RIT and Kucera International under a World                
Bank initiative by the Global Facility for Disaster Recovery and Recovery (GFDRR),            
subcontracted to ImageCat Inc. The original data are in the public domain and available              
at OpenTopography:  

http://opentopo.sdsc.edu/datasetMetadata?otCollectionID=OT.072010.32618.1 
 

The technical specifications of the data are: 
- Point-cloud density: 3.4 points per square meter 
- Sensor: Leica ALS60 sn/6133 
- Coordinate Reference System: WGS84 - UTM Zone 18 N (EPSG 32618) 
- Orthometric height reference model: EGM96 
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For this data to be useful, it must be converted from orthometric height to elevation               
(height above ground). This requires some steps: 
 

1. Identify which points are part of the ground and which are other objects, such as               
buildings or trees. While point cloud data comes with a preliminary, automatic            
classification, this is rarely accurate and must be manually corrected. 
 

2. Build a TIN (Triangular Irregular Network) surface using the points classified as            
ground, known as a Digital Terrain Model (DTM). These points will have an             
elevation equal to zero. 
 

3. Project the rest of the points over the DTM and calculate their elevation. The              
output of this operation is known as the Normalized Digital Surface Model            
(nDSM). 

 
Step 1 was greatly aided by the software MDTopX’s TOD algorithm, which improves             
significantly on the point cloud’s preliminary classification. However, given the complex           
configuration of certain parts of the study area (abrupt terrain, contiguous buildings,            
vegetation covering rooftops, etc) a manual refining has been required. 
 
The conversion of LiDAR data from orthometric heights to actual elevations was taken             
from Yolanda Torres’ PhD thesis, tutor of this study. 

2.3.4. Ground Truth 
The ground truth database used was elaborated by the haitian Office for Building             
Evaluations, or BTEB (Bureau Technique d’Evaluation de Bâtiments, in french), in an            
intensive field campaign coordinated by David Lallemant. 
 
This database contains 88205 registries in this work’s study area. However, some of             
these registries contain incomplete (p.e. Buildings with an area of 0) or unrealistic             
(wooden buildings with five stories) information. After discarding these, the total number            
of registries is of 63068. For each registry, there are 28 variables, that range from               
common ones such as the area or the number of stories, to more specific ones such as                 
the pounding effect or a first soft story. 
 
Only three of the variables in the database can be detected remotely: the area, the               
height (after converting number of stories by multiplying by the typical height) and the              
material of the roof. 
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An important detail to note is that, while the database does contain latitude/longitude             
coordinates for each building, these are not located exactly on the building footprint,             
since the GPS measurements were taken from the street. While this is certainly useful              
for analysis at a street level, it also poses a problem in this work, since buildings cannot                 
be uniquely associated with a building footprint. This is expanded upon in the             
“Validation via Bootstrap” section. 
 
Also relevant is the fact that the BTEB database is not complete. While its size is large,                 
and certainly useful for analysis, not all buildings in Port-au-Prince where detected and,             
therefore, buildings detected by OBIA may not be present in it. 
 
There exists another database that can be used for validation, compiled by Haiti’s             
National Center for Geospatial Information (CNIG, Centre National de l'Information          
Géo-Spatiale) and coordinated by Christina Corbane. Although this database only          
contains a few hundred buildings inside our study area, they are precisely geolocated             
and we can therefore relate individual buildings between this database and the OBIA             
results. 
 

2.4. Tools 
Most of this work has been developed as a series of Python scripts, leveraging the               
language’s wide ecosystem of open source packages. However, other languages and           
tools have also been used for specific tasks. 
 
There are several advantages to running data science and machine learning processes            
as scripts: 
 

- Automatizing process, to improve repeatability (for example, re-running an image          
segmentation with different parameters) 
 

- Reusability of code (or parts thereof) in other works 
 

- Access to a variety of open source tools and packages 
 

- Interactive development with integrated visualization, using tools such as Jupyter          
Notebooks 
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2.4.1. Scripting languages 
- Python: the base language for this whole work. Even when other languages and             

command line tools (such as GDAL) have been used, they have been called             
through a Python script. Both development and presentation of results have been            
done inside Project Jupyter’s web-based development interface, Jupyter Lab.         
Using Python’s Package Index (PyPi), a set of packages have been downloaded            
and used: 
 

- numpy: the state-of-the-art library for scientific computing and numerical,         
multi-dimensional calculations. 

- pandas: support for high performance, easy to use data structures known           
as DataFrames. Based on numpy. 

- shapely: manipulation of planar features and set-theoretic analysis. 
- geopandas: an extension of the pandas framework to support DataFrames          

with a geographical component (using Shapely’s geometric objects),        
following the Simple Features model defined by the Open Geospatial          
Consortium (OGC). 

- rasterio: a wrapper around GDAL that allows easily importing raster files           
as numpy array. 

- fiona: an equivalent wrapper around OGR for importing and manipulating          
vector files. 

- scipy: a huge ecosystem of functions and tools for scientific computing. 
- scikit-image: an image processing toolbox inside the SciPy ecosystem.         

Very useful when combined with rasterio for data ingestion. Abbreviated          
as skimage. 

- scikit-learn: a Machine Learning toolbox, based on numpy and scipy.          
Includes several modules for classification, regression, feature selection        
and others. Abbreviated as sklearn. 

- joblib: pipelining tools. In this work, used to store skimage models,           
encoders and scalers. 

- matplotlib: the widely used plotting library, used internally by many          
packages such as skimage or pandas. 

- laspy: tools to read, write and modify LAS and LAZ (compressed LAS)            
files. 
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Apart from these external packages, several built-in libraries have also been           
used: 

 
- functools: a set of tools for functional programming, such as partial(),           

which allows freezing a portion of a function’s arguments or keywords 
- multiprocessing: simultaneous use of several CPUs, for faster and more          

efficient computation 
- os: basic functionality for listing files and folders 
- subprocess: used to call external processes (such as GDAL or R scripts)            

in a safe and efficient way 
- urllib: modules for working with URLs. Used to retrieve data from CRS            

RIT’s FTP server. 
 

- R: a domain-specific language widely used in the academic world that has            
gained popularity in recent years for its statistical and machine learning           
capacities. In this work, R has been used to manipulate, reescale and align             
rasters, leveraging its tested raster library. 

2.4.2. Other tools 
 

- GDAL: the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library is a C and C++ library to             
manipulate geospatial data in both vector (through OGR) and raster files. It is             
extensively used by a huge number of open source tools and libraries, such as              
QGIS. Used in this work for extremely fast manipulation of rasters, including            
resampling and aggregating data to a raster grid. 
 

- QGIS: a free and open source desktop geographical information system. Used           
mainly for visualizing and plotting. 
 

- MDTopX: this proprietary software, made for creating, manipulating and         
analysing Digital Elevation Models, was used to classify the LiDAR point cloud            
data, generate the TIN surfaces and calculate point elevation. 
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2.5. Data preprocessing 
Data acquisition and preparation is generally assumed to take more than 70% of the              
time in any project involving data. Therefore, building a reproducible pipeline has proven             
invaluable when rerunning these costly steps (for example, after modifying the sample            
locations or adding new ones). 
 
As mentioned above, both the airborne imagery and point cloud data required some             
preprocessing before running the OBIA process. 

2.5.1. Airborne imagery 
The first step to take with both RGB and SWIR images is to remove border artefacts.                
These artefacts, mostly present in SWIR images, are bands of two or three pixels with               
random values, sometimes extremely high or low. If not removed, these artefacts would             
negatively impact both the mosaicing process and the histogram stretching. 
 

 
Closeup of SWIR image showing artefact with extremely high and low values in the southern border. 
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After removing the borders, the selected groups of images for each sample have been              
combined into a single mosaic (one for the RGB images and one for the SWIR ones),                
using the command line utility gdal_warp. 
 
These mosaics were subsequently cropped to the extent of the samples, using the             
Python command line utilities rio and fio (from the libraries rasterio and fiona,             
respectively). 
 
Finally, both mosaics, together with the rasterized elevation data, have been combined            
into a single GeoTIFF file using a simple R script that aligns the SWIR and elevation                
rasters to the RGB one, using bilinear interpolation. 
 
Once all the data have been combined into a single file, each individual band has been                
subject to a process that: 
 

- Removes extreme values (further than three times the interquartile range) and           
substitutes these with the interpolated value of the surrounding pixels. 
 

- Stretches the values to the full integer range (using skimage’s built-in histogram            
stretching functionality). 
 

These steps are required in order to later compare data derived from different images. 

2.5.2. Point clouds 
In most studies, after the nDSM has been computed, the standard process would be to               
simply superimpose the points over the segmented image to get average heights for             
each segment. 
 
However, a key of this work has been including the LiDAR-derived data (both elevations              
and intensities) in the segmentation process as well as in the classification process. To              
do so, some more steps have been needed: 
 

1. Importing LAS point cloud data (using laspy). 
2. Removing extreme values from the elevation data. 
3. Converting the vector points to a raster using gdal_grid. 
4. Running the resulting raster through gdal_translate to “flip” it. 
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This last step is required because, unfortunately, gdal_grid specifies GDAL transforms           
in the opposite order than other tools that also leverage GDAL, such as rasterio or               
QGIS. To avoid confusion, it’s convenient to run it through the more standard             
gdal_translate in order to encode the transformation in the usual manner. 

2.6. Image segmentation 

2.6.1. Overview 
Image segmentation is a computer vision process that consists in partitioning a digital             
image into various groups of pixels, also called segments or objects. Many algorithms             
for image segmentation exist which can be classified in the following groups: 
 

- Histogram thresholding: These algorithms split the gray-level histogram into two          
or more classes. They are, therefore, only useful for single-band images. The            
most widespread histogram thresholding algorithm is Otsu’s method (Otsu,         
1979), which maximizes the inter-class variance, although other techniques exist. 
 

- Edge detection: Image filters such as Sobel, Canny, Roberts or Prewitt have long             
been used in the computer vision world for edge detection, and can be similarly              
applied for image segmentation. 
 

- Region growing: Algorithms based on selecting random pixels (“seeds”) and          
comparing them with the surrounding pixels until great variations in intensity are            
found, which form borders. 
 

- Graph-based: These algorithms convert the image to a graph-based         
representation, then make decisions to efficiently determine boundaries between         
classes. Examples include Random Walker algorithms or Felzenszwalb and         
Huttenlocher’s 2004 algorithm. 
 

- Watershed: Treating the image as a topographical surface, watershed algorithms          
“flood” the image until regions are formed. 
 

- Compression-based: based on the postulation that the best segmentation is the           
one which minimizes the length of data. 
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- Clustering: although not originally designed for image segmentation, clustering         
algorithms such as K-Means can be used to determine multidimensional clusters           
in the intensity space. 

 
Most segmentation algorithms (especially early ones) were designed with the purpose           
of separating background and foreground images, which does not neatly fit with the             
segmentation of aerial images. Also, several other constraints apply: 
 

- Multi-band: we wish to detect segments in multi-band (RGB, SWIR, elevation and            
LiDAR intensity bands, or any combination thereof) images, so single-band          
techniques such as histogram thresholding or edge detection are of no use. 
 

- Different sized objects: Urban objects, such as roofs, streets or treetops, can            
have widely varying shapes and sizes. 
 

- Speed: since the algorithm’s parameters must be manually set for each stratum,            
which requires several iterations of changing parameters and observing results,          
faster algorithms are most desirable. 

 
Given these constraints, and after testing several techniques, the selected algorithm           
was Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher’s 2004 algorithm, also used in Wieland et al.            
(2016). 
 

2.6.2. Adjusting segment size 
Adequate segment size is not an absolute measure, but instead depends on the             
application. For instance, an aerial urban image can be segmented into city blocks,             
building roofs or individual roof tiles. 
 
If the segments outputted by the segmentation algorithm are bigger than the target size,              
that is called undersegmentation (a segment encompasses several real-world objects,          
such as roofs). Likewise, oversegmentation is the result of too small objects. 
 
In practice, oversegmentation is preferable to undersegmentation, since smaller objects          
can be easily merged into bigger. Furthermore, smaller objects are more likely to only              
contain the target class (such as roofs or trees), whereas bigger ones may encompass              
several classes, which can later be problematic for the classification phase. 
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Of course, if an image is over- or undersegmented, the total number of classified              
objects (p.e. buildings) will not match the number in reality. Once again, a workaround              
to this problem is to oversegment the image and then compare total building area,              
instead of the total number of buildings. 

2.6.3. Multiband segmentation 
When using a multiband segmentation algorithm such as Felzenszwalb’s, it is tempting            
to use all available data; in this case, RGB, SWIR, elevation and LiDAR intensity.              
However, this is not always advisable for several reasons: 
 

- Since all bands are given the same weights, lower resolution bands (such as the              
SWIR band) may imply a global resolution loss without any gains. 
 

- The same argument applies to high-resolution but noisy (widely varying) bands,           
such as LiDAR intensity. 
 

- Bands composed from different data sources (such as RGB images and LiDAR)            
may not align perfectly, giving way to strange or small objects from            
non-overlapping areas of the image, as seen in Figure 7. 

 
Initial tests on RGB images showed the difficulty of separating concrete roofs from the              
similarly coloured pavement, especially given the abundance of post-event anomalies          
such as rubble or pancaked (fallen but whole) roofs. For these reasons, including             
elevation information to the segmentation process was very desirable. However, in           
some cases, rasterized DEMs did not closely align with the RGB images, causing             
anomalies in the segmentation. 
 

 
Figure 7. Mismatch between rasterized elevations and the underlying RGB image. 
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These rasterized DEMs were manually corrected (using GIS georeferencing tools to           
“stretch” the image) to compensate these errors. After said corrections, segmentation           
results improved significantly. 

2.7. Feature Extraction 
A Machine Learning model generates an output from a series of observed (or derived)              
features. Ideally, these features would completely explain the variance in the dependent            
variable (output of the model). 
 
An advantage of using an object-based approach to image classification (versus a            
pixel-based approach) is that one can observe a wider set of features. Since image              
pixels all have the same size and shape, the only inputs to a pixel-based classification               
model are the individual pixel values for each image band. However, since objects are              
groups of pixels with different shapes and sizes, we can calculate a higher number of               
features: 
 

- Radiometric features: the summary statistics of the pixel values inside the object.            
In this work, the following features have been calculated for each image band. All              
of these have been calculated using numpy’s native features, except the mode,            
which requires importing scipy’s stats module: 
 

- Mean 
- Median 
- Mode 
- Minimum 
- Maximum 
- Variance 
- Kurtosis 

 
- Shape features: image segments (derived from the previous segmentation         

process) have different shapes and sizes. For example, road segments should           
be long and skinny, whereas roofs appear as rectangles (or groups of rectangles)             
and vegetation composes more amorphous shapes. The shape features used          
have been: 
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- Area: this can be calculated by simply multiplying the number of image            
pixels by the pixel’s squared GSD. 

- Perimeter: initially, a custom function was built to calculate the perimeter           
based on each pixel’s neighbours inside the object. However,         
scikit-image’s built-in perimeter() function has proven to be more efficient,          
so has been used instead. 

- Compacity coefficient: as defined by Gravellius (Gravellius, 1914). This         
metric has been calculated to characterise object shape, by comparing an           
object’s area with a circle of the same perimeter. The compacity           
coefficient is calculated as: 
 

Kc =  P
2√pi A*

 

 
- Texture features: these features measure the spatial arrangement of colour and           

intensity inside a given image. An example of different textures is seen in Figure              
8. There are several techniques for measuring image texture. One of the most             
popular is calculating the Haralick features (R.M. Haralick, 1973). 
 

 
Figure 8. Three examples of simple black and white images with different textures 

 
Haralick features are based on the Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM).          
This matrix characterizes image texture based on how many pixel-pairs of equal            
intensity, in different directions and/or distances, exist inside an image. For           
images with a high spectral resolution, such as the ones used in this work, it is                
recommended to group the intensity values into a reduced number of bins            
(typically 8). A diagram detailing how the GLCM is built can be seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Visual representation of the pixel-pairs for a reference pixel and orientation (left) and 
translation from the base image to the Co-Occurrence Matrix (right). From Pathak & Barooah, 

(2013) 
 

Although Haralick defines fourteen features in his original work, only four have            
been selected for this one (since all others can be seen as a combination of               
these): 
 

- Contrast 
- Dissimilarity 
- Homogeneity 
- ASM 

 
An additional complication of calculating Haralick features for segmented objects          
is that segments are not perfectly rectangular images, which is required for            
calculating Haralick features. Therefore, the original image must be cropped          
using the segment’s bounding box, and then masked with no-data values for all             
pixels outside the segment. Some Python computer vision packages, such as           
mahotas, include the option to mask null values when computing Haralick           
features out of the box. However, the package used in this work for most image               
processing, scikit-image, does not include this option. Therefore, these null          
values have had to been manually removed prior to the binning. 
 

All of this provides a high number of features (three shape-based features, plus eleven              
features per band). 
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2.7.1. Feature Engineering 
Features can be combined or manipulated to create other features with more            
explanatory power. This process is called feature engineering. 
 
A classical example of feature engineering in remote sensing applications is calculating            
the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which outputs a new band           
specifically designed to detect vegetation (this index could not be calculated in this work              
due to the lack of a Near Infrared band). 
 
In previous iterations of this work, one of the main problems was adequately             
differentiating roofs made of concrete from those made of blue tin. To work around this               
issue, three more image bands were generated by subtracting the values from each pair              
of bands. While this did noticeably improve the performance of the model, including the              
LiDAR intensity ended up providing even better results, so this approach was finally             
discarded. 
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2.8. Image Classification 

2.8.1. Introduction to Machine Learning 
Machine Learning (ML) is a general term used to group different techniques, using             
algorithms and statistical modelling, to allow computer systems to perform tasks without            
specific instructions, “learning” patterns from the input data. 
 
Machine Learning can be classified as supervised or unsupervised, depending on           
whether the model is provided with data about the expected results (i.e. the model              
“learns” what’s right from the human-provided data). 
 
Furthermore, machine learning problems can generally be grouped into two categories,           
depending on their output: 
 

- Regression: this is the task of predicting a continuous, numerical output from a             
set of input features. The most simple example of a regression algorithm is the              
well-known linear regression. These methods always use supervised learning. 
 

- Classification: the output from a classification task is a class label, which is not              
continuous or even necessarily numeric. 
 

In this work we have a supervised classification problem, since we’ll provide a label              
sampled to train the model. However, unsupervised classification can also be used for             
other problems, such as clustering or outlier detection. 
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2.8.2. Bias-Variance Tradeoff 
A major concept in Machine Learning is the bias-variance tradeoff, which refers to the              
capacity of a model to explain trends in the data without learning the data’s noise. When                
a model fits extremely well to the training data, it’s quite likely that it has learnt random                 
variations (noise) that don’t generalize well to the rest of the population. This is called               
overfitting. Different examples of model fit are seen in Figure 10. 
 
On the other hand, when a model is too simple, it can ignore important trends, which is                 
called underfitting. 
 

 
Figure 10. A visual representation of overfitting and underfitting models, and their relationship to the 

bias-variance tradeoff. From 
https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-the-bias-variance-tradeoff-165e6942b229 

2.8.3. Algorithm overview 
A huge number of algorithms for performing supervised classification exist. In this work,             
we’ll focus on some of the most common groups: 
 

- Decision Trees: these can be seen as a series of if/else rules that subsequently              
split the data into smaller groups, which are finally assigned to a class. Most              
Decision Trees are “greedy”, which means that, in each step, they choose the             
feature that best separates the data (using some criterion such as the Gini             
Coefficient).  

 
Decision Trees have a major drawback in the fact that they are prone to              
overfitting, since the tree can have an unlimited number of levels until all variance              
is perfectly explained. This tendency can, however, be corrected by carefully           
controlling the model’s hyperparameters. 
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The most widely used Decision Tree algorithm is Ross Quinlan’s C4.5 (Quinlan,            
2014), a graph of which can be seen in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. A simple example of a two-level decision tree, using the Gini Coefficient to maximize 

differences between tree nodes. 
 

- Ensemble methods: to counteract the tendency of Decision Trees to overfitting, a            
widely used approach is using ensemble methods. 
 
Ensemble methods use several (generally, hundreds) of Decision Trees in a           
knowledge-of-the-crowd fashion to select features and splits. The most common          
type of ensemble method is the Random Forest, where each tree’s features at             
each node are randomly selected. A blueprint of a Random Forest can be seen              
in Figure 12. 
 
Other, more refined ensemble methods exist, such as Rotation Forests (where           
the features “rotate” between trees in each iteration) or boosting methods such            
as prize winning AdaBoost or XGBoost. 
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Figure 12. Schema of a Random Forest model, from: 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Architecture-of-the-random-forest-model_fig1_301638643 
 

- Support Vector Machines: SVM’s split data into several classes by finding an            
optimal hyperplane that maximizes the margin between classes. SVM’s can use           
different kernel functions to define said hyperplane, such as linear, logistic or            
Pearson VII kernels. Figure 13 shows a visual representation of a hyperplane            
separating two classes. 

 

 
Figure 13. Schema of a Support Vector Machine, from: 

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Classification-of-data-by-support-vector-machine-SVM_fig8_3046113
23 
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- Logistic Regression: one of the most simple forms of binary classification is to             
use a logistic function to estimate the probability that an object has of pertaining              
to a certain class. Since only two classes are used in a binary problem, the               
probabilities for each class are complementary. 
 

- Bayesian Networks: in a similar way to decision trees, Bayesian Networks (often            
abbreviated as Bayes Nets) use Bayesian inference to model conditional          
dependence in a graph, so as to infer the class from the input variables. 

 
We’ve noticeably left out one type of well-known model: neural networks, which are the              
basis for techniques such as deep learning. Although neural networks are widely used,             
state-of-the-art methods, they have one major caveat: interpretability. Since the          
intermediate layers of neural networks are “hidden”, humans can’t easily understand           
which features are most important in explaining the output. Therefore, neural networks            
function mostly as a black box. 

2.8.4. Selecting classification algorithms 
As seen in the workflow diagrams of Figures 2 and 3 there are two classification               
problems in this work: 
 

1. Image classification: as part of the OBIA process, after segmenting the image            
and extracting its features. Since we’re using multiple bands (6) and extracting            
many features for each, we end up with a high number of features (69). 
 
Also, the number of labeled points is not that high. The class with the least               
points, Shadow, only has 142, and these are not evenly distributed between            
strata. Therefore, training a classification model for each stratum is not the best             
option. Adding more labeled points is also difficult without labeling all buildings            
inside some samples. 
 
The best option has been to train a single model for all images. However, this               
requires selecting an algorithm that works well with a high number of features             
(SVM’s, for instance, tend to be slow on high dimensional data) and that has a               
good performance with diverse data. The selected algorithm in this case was a             
Random Forest, which has the added benefit of providing information about the            
relative importance of features, thus adding to the interpretability of the model. 
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2. MBT classification: this model is trained on the ground truth data, which has a              
lower number of features. In fact, there are only three features present in the              
data that we can also extract for the segments: area, height and roof material. 
 
As opposed to the image classification, there is not a clear algorithm to choose in               
this case, so we’ll train the data on several ones and see which performs better.               
These algorithms include: 
 

a. Decision Trees with different maximum depths. We can use Decision          
Trees in this case because, since the feature space is small, the risk of              
overfitting is also low once the maximum depth is controlled for. 
 

b. Support Vector Machines with different kernels: 
 

i. Linear, the most simple type of kernel function 
 

ii. Radial basis function (RBF), widely used and generally considered         
the “default” kernel for SVMs. 
 

iii. Pearson VII (also known as Pearson Universal Kernel, or PUK for           
short), an increasingly popular kernel developed by Üstün et al.          
(2006). 
 

c. Simple, cross-validated Logistic Regression. 
 

d. Bayesian networks, assuming a Gaussian distribution (Gaussian Naive        
Bayes). 

 
Most of these methods are already implemented in the machine learning library being             
used, sklearn. An exception to this is the Pearson VII kernel for the SVM. Fortunately,               
sklearn does allow using custom kernels, expressed as simple Python functions that            
take two input parameters, and this function has already been implemented by rlphilli             
(who has kindly provided the code as open source in Github:           
https://github.com/rlphilli/sklearn-PUK-kernel). 
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The remaining complication was to effectively test different hyperparameter         
combinations for the PUK inside a grid search cross-validation, which is not currently             
supported by sklearn. The workaround to this was to curry the kernel function with a               
partial expression multiple times (one for each combination of hyperparameters), then           
provide the curried kernels to the grid search. 
 
Currying is a programming technique used in functional programming languages that           
allows translating a function that takes multiple arguments (such as rlphilli’s           
implementation of the PUK) into a series of functions that take a single, or less,               
arguments. 

2.8.5. Labeling data 
Once the image has been segmented and features have been extracted for each             
segment, it is time to build a model to infer the roof material from these features. In                 
order to train (and later test) such a model, some manually labeled data must be               
provided. 
 

 
Figure 14. Sample 23, from the Residential stratum, with segments (yellow) and labeled points. 
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At first, the logical approach seems to be to manually label some image objects after it                
has been segmentized. However, this has a major drawback: machine learning tends to             
be an iterative process. That is, different steps (data preprocessing, segmentation,           
feature extraction, etc) are not normally conducted in a linear order, but are usually              
tweaked and repeated after initial results are acquired. 
 
Therefore, in order to effectively reuse the labeled data for different segmentations, a             
better approach is to label points and then intersect these points with the image              
segments. Of course, there is a major caveat: several points of different classes can be               
contained inside a single image segment (in case of undersegmentation). In this case,             
the points are discarded. 
 
The classes and number of points per class used for the classification can be seen in                
Table 4. Figure 14 shows a segmented sample with labeled points. 
 
 

Table 4. Classes for image classification and number of points per class. 

Class Number of points 

Tin 346 

Concrete 290 

Pavement 198 

Vegetation 145 

Shadow 142 

Total 1121 
 
Labeling points on an image is extremely fast (much faster than digitizing building             
footprints). All 1121 points were taken in under an hour. 
 
Labeled data is used both to train the model and to test its performance. Therefore, it                
must be split, normally in a proportion of 80% for training and 20% for testing. To ensure                 
both subsets are split randomly but in a reproducible fashion, sklearn’s train_test_split()            
function was used. 
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2.8.6. Preprocessing features 
Most ML algorithms require input features to be preprocessed for ideal results: 
 

- Numerical features: In order to gauge the relative importance of different           
numerical features they must be taken to a common reference frame, in a             
process called scaling. Scaling is fundamental for hyperdimensional modes, such          
as Support Vector Machines or Neural Networks, although it is not required for             
decision trees or ensemble methods (that apply individual rules for each feature). 
 
The standard scaling procedure is taking the z-score (or normal score) of the             
feature, which can be calculated as: 

 

 z =  σ
x − μ

 

 
 

Where z is the z-score, μ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation of the                 
feature. An important detail to note is that the mean and standard deviation must              
be those of the training subset, and not the whole dataset. This sample scaling              
must be then applied to the testing subset. This is made easy thanks to sklearn’s               
StandardScaler class. 

 
- Categorical features: Most ML algorithms deal only with numerical data.          

Therefore, categorical features must be converted to numbers before dealing          
with them, in a process called encoding. There are two main ways of encoding a               
categorical feature: 
 

- Label Encoding: This approach simply substitutes categorical labels (such         
as “Vegetation”) for numbers. A downside of this approach is that an            
implicit hierarchy is created, where higher numbers correspond to more          
significant values. For example, if we encoded the categories         
“Vegetation”, “Building” and “Pavement” with labels “1”, “2” and “3”, a           
“Pavement” feature would implicitly have three times as value as a           
“Vegetation” one. This may be desired for some cases (such as “Red”,            
“Yellow” and “Green” labels, used as a traffic-light criterion) but is not the             
case in this work. 
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- One Hot Encoding: To work around the potential issues with Label           
Encoding, One Hot Encoding converts a single feature (such as “Roof           
type”) to several features, one per category. These individual features,          
known in statistics as “dummy variables”, would have just two possible           
codes: 0 (absence) or 1 (presence). 

 
Once again, sklearn provides convenient classes for both types of encodings           
inside its preprocessing module. A visual comparison of both methods can be            
seen in Table 5. 
 

Table 5. A visual comparison of Label Encoding and One Hot Encoding. 
 

 
 

 
For more efficient and reproducible processes, these preprocessing transformations can          
be encapsulated inside sklearn’s Pipeline object, which allows applying a sequential set            
of transformations to different data inputs. 

 

2.8.7. Hyperparameter tuning 
Although ML models derive the values of their parameters from the data (for example,              
what features to use to split the data), there are some parameters that must be set                
before the learning process begins, because they depend not on the data but on how               
the model is run. An example of this is the maximum depth that a Decision Tree can                 
reach. 
 
Some models are very sensitive to hyperparameter variations (such as AdaBoost or            
XGBoost) whereas others work well “out-of-the-box” (such as Random Forests). Since           
adequately choosing hyperparameters can greatly impact the performance of the          
model, it is advisable to test several combinations of hyperparameters before settling on             
a model. 
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2.8.8. Model Validation 
 
To properly evaluate the performance of a model, it must be tested on labeled data that                
has not been used in the training process (called testing data). However, to avoid              
overfitting, the selected model should be only evaluated on the testing data once             
hyperparameters are selected. 
 
Since several combinations of hyperparameters must be tried before settling on a            
model, these must be somehow evaluated using only the training data. To do so, we               
use Cross Validation. 
 

 
Figure 15. Splitting data in training and testing, and running a cross validation on the testing data. From 

sklearn’s documentation: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/cross_validation.html 
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K-Fold Cross Validation is a technique that consists on separating the training data into              
k portions (called folds) and training the model on all but one of the folds, which is then                  
used for evaluation. This is repeated k times, leaving a different fold out each time. The                
final accuracy of the Cross Validation process is the average of all folds. A diagram of                
this process can be seen in Figure 15. 
 
To aide with this process, sklearn provides a class named GridSearchCV that allows             
running a model with different combinations of hyperparameters, then choosing the best            
combination using Cross Validation. 
 

2.9. MBT Classification 
Once the image has been classified, we’ll be able to separate buildings from other              
objects in the image, and also know the material of their roof. In order to predict the                 
Model Building Type of the building, we’ll need another classification model. 
 
Using the ground truth dataset, we can build a classification model to predict MBTs.              
This model can only use features that are common to both the ground truth dataset and                
the classified images dataset. These common features are only three: area, height and             
roof material. 
 
Building a classification model for the MBT is much simpler than the previous OBIA              
process because the input data is already presented as a table with input features and               
labels; that is, no segmentation or feature extraction is required. 
 
The necessary steps are the same as the ones outlined for the image classification: 
 

1. Split the data into testing and training subsets. 
 

2. Clean and preprocess the data (scaling and encoding features). 
 

3. Select algorithms to try and their combinations of hyperparameters. 
 

4. Train the models on the training subset using cross validation. 
 

5. Finally, validate the models on the testing subset and choose the best one. 
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2.10. Validation via bootstrap 
After the previous steps, the MBT classification model will have been validated using a              
subset of the ground truth data, called testing data. However, we must also check              
whether the model provides good results after applying it to the results of the OBIA               
process. 
 
In theory, all buildings inside our samples are present both in the ground truth dataset               
and in the OBIA results. However, the location of the GPS coordinates in the ground               
truth dataset is not very reliable, since they were taken from the street in front of the                 
buildings (some buildings were not accessible to take coordinates). Therefore, we can’t            
simply check whether the ground truth and the predicted MBTs intersect. 
 
To work around this issue, we can bootstrap the sample by generating many randomly              
placed circles of fixed radius and counting how many buildings of each MBT fall inside.               
An example of this bootstrapping process can be seen in Figure 16. 
 

 
Figure 16. Sample 0, with segmentized buildings (blue), ground truth points (green) and 200 circles with a 

40-meter radius (orange). 
 

The distribution of the counts for each circle can therefore be analyzed to show whether               
the full process (OBIA + MBT classification) actually matches the ground truth. 
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However, we must take into account that not all the buildings in the study area are                
present in the ground truth database. This means that there may be a certain mismatch               
between the number of buildings detected for each dataset.  
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3. Results and discussion 
Results can be drawn from three steps of the workflow detailed in the Materials and               
Methods section: segmentation, classification (image and MBT) and validation. 

3.1. Segmentation 
Image segmentation is a complex process that narrows down to striking the right             
balance between under- and oversegmentation. This remains a mostly manual process:           
the images are segmented using different algorithms and parameters, then the results            
are visually examined against the image to see how well they reflect reality. 
 
Doing this, we realized that the right level to tune parameters was at the stratum level.                
That is, samples from the same stratum could be segmented using the same             
parameters, but not between strata. This makes sense: strata are understood to have             
similar qualities regarding building sizes, road networks and presence of vegetation or            
shadows. An example of a segmented sample can be seen in Figure 17. 
 

 
Figure 17. Sample 1 (Urban Regular pattern) after segmentation. 
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The Felzenszwalb method takes two parameters: scale, which controls the size of            
objects, and sigma, which defines the Gaussian smoothing applied to the image before             
segmenting. The chosen computer vision library, skimage, also allows setting a           
minimum segment size (in pixels). The chosen parameters per stratum can be seen in              
Table 6. 
 

Table 6. Segmentation parameters for the Felzenszwalb algorithm, per stratum. 

Stratum Scale Sigma Min. size 

Residential 100 1 1000 

Urban Regular 70 1 800 

Urban Irregular 60 1 600 

Rural 50 1 600 

Informal 50 1 600 
 
 
A more objective way of evaluating the segmentation is to compare it with the actual               
building footprints. Fortunately, these have been made available from the PhD research            
project of Yolanda Torres, in the same samples that are used in this work. 
 
We can compare both digitized and OBIA-extracted footprints in two ways: by number             
of buildings or by area. The first case is more intuitive but also subject to the                
segmentation scale. If we oversegment our images, which is common, we'll end up             
detecting more buildings than actually exist. On the other hand, comparing by area             
should, theoretically, bring us closer results, since the total area of building should be              
constant even in an oversegmentation scenario. 
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Table 7. Comparison of area and number of features digitized and derived from OBIA. 

Total Area (m2) 

Stratum OBIA Digitized Ratio  
(OBIA / digitized) 

Residential 36623 40280 0.91 

Urban Regular 143483 110124 1.30 

Urban Irregular 88736 74815 1.18 

Rural 8950 6393 1.40 

Informal 80815 61936 1.30 

 

Total Features 

Stratum OBIA Digitized Ratio  
(OBIA / digitized) 

Residential 609 277 2.20 

Urban Regular 2421 1726 1.40 

Urban Irregular 2328 1863 1.25 

Rural 265 198 1.34 

Informal 1723 1444 1.19 

 
As can be seen in Table 7, the OBIA process tends to overestimate the total number of                 
both features and built-area. There are several explanations for this: 
 

- Overestimation in features is common, as explained before, since images are           
purposefully oversegmented in order to not lose detail joining them with other            
objects. In fact, the ratios of oversegmentation here are acceptable (generally           
under two times the number of digitized buildings), compared to other studies. 
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- The OBIA process tends to detect rubble as buildings, especially if the rubble is              
relatively intact (such as a pancaked building), while the digitization has not. This             
is more so the case when the rubble is still elevated compared to the ground.               
Even though some efforts were made to manually exclude rubble segments from            
the classification results. 
 

- In strata where buildings are very near to each other, such as Urban Irregular or               
Informal settlements, the OBIA includes the gaps between buildings inside the           
building footprints (since these gaps are smaller than the minimum segment size            
specified in the Felzenszwalb parameters). This is not the case with digitized            
footprints, and is most likely the main contributor to the excess detected area. 

 
An interesting observation is that the stratum where total area is closest between OBIA              
and digitization results, the Residential stratum, is also where the overestimation of            
features is highest. This is most likely due to an oversegmentation of the stratum              
compared to the others. 

3.2. Image Classification 
As stated in “Materials and Methods - Selecting classification algorithms”, a Random            
Forest classifier was used for the final stage of the OBIA process, and a grid-search,               
10-fold cross-validation was used to optimally train the model. 
 
Of the possible hyperparameter combinations, the best results were achieved with the            
hyperparameters found in Table 8. As can be seen, the result is an almost completely               
“free” Forest, not limited in maximum depth or minimum samples per leaf. The optimal              
maximum number of features per tree was the square root of the maximum number of               
total features, which is consistent with the sklearn documentation. 
 

Table 8. Best parameters for the Random Forest used in the image classification process. 

Max. Depth Max. Features Min. Samples per Leaf 

None “sqrt” 1 
 
This model achieved a global Cohen-Kappa score of 0.93, where values above 0.75 are              
considered excellent (Landis & Koch, 1977), and a weighted F1-Score of 95%. The full              
classification results are available in Table 9. 
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Table 9. Classification report (summary of performance metrics). 

 Precision Recall F1-Score Support 

Concrete 1.00 0.97 0.99 69 

Pavement 0.96 1.00 0.98 45 

Shadow 0.88 0.88 0.88 26 

Tin 0.92 0.98 0.95 56 

Vegetation 0.92 0.79 0.85 29 

 

Micro avg. 0.95 0.95 0.95 225 

Macro avg. 0.94 0.93 0.93 225 

Weighted avg. 0.95 0.95 0.95 225 
 

To put these numbers in context, previous works have achieved global accuracy scores             
of 80-90% (Wieland et al., 2012a; Mück et al., 2013; Wieland et al., 2012b; Pittore &                
Wieland, 2013). 
 
For more in-depth information of the classification process, we can look at the confusion              
matrix, as seen in Table 10. This metric shows how each predicted class compares to               
each class in reality. In this case, we can see that the biggest mistakes were made                
when predicting shadows or vegetation, which are fortunately not the object of this work.              
If we look only into the results for tin and concrete, the actual F1 score is 97%. 
 
Furthermore, since most of the errors in building classifications are within building            
classes, if we were to use this model only to separate buildings from other classes, the                
accuracy would be over 99%. 
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Table 10. Confusion matrix. 

  Predicted Class 

  Concrete Pavement Shadow Tin Vegetation 

Actual 
Class 

Concrete 67 0 0 2 0 

Pavement 0 45 0 0 0 

Shadow 0 1 23 0 2 

Tin 0 1 0 55 0 

Vegetation 0 0 4 2 23 
 
These results were achieved after several iterations experimenting with the data and            
workflow (again, shedding light on the importance of easily reproducible pipelines): 
 

- The first trials were done segmenting only RGB data and adding the elevation             
only for the classification process. This lead to weighted F1-scores of about 70%. 
 

- Afterwards, the SWIR band was added to both the segmentation and           
classification process but no noticeable improvement was made. We would later           
find out that, while adding SWIR did marginally improve the classification, all            
gains were lost by also introducing it into the segmentation process, since the             
resolution for SWIR images is far lower than for RGB ones and was effectively              
adding noise to the process. 
 

- One of the main issues of these first trials was separating pavement from             
concrete, since both classes are made of the same material and segmented            
objects tended to include both classes inside them. This was solved by adding             
the elevation as a band for the image segmentation. With this improvement, the             
weighted F1-score jumped to 85%. 
 

- The next main source of misclassification was confusing blue tin and concrete.            
An attempt was made to improve performance by fusing the red tin and blue tin               
classes, so that the model would focus more on the material and less on the               
colour. While this did marginally improve performance, an even better approach           
was to generate “artificial” bands by subtracting each pair of RGB bands. This             
approach improved the result but was finally superseded by including the LiDAR            
return intensity to the process, which brought the F1 up to 90%. 
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- Finally, the last improvement was made when we realized that, while useful for             
the classification, the low resolution and/or noisiness of the SWIR and intensity            
bands was actually obfuscating the segmentation. Removing these two brough          
the model to its current results. 

 
A key point of discussion during the process was whether to keep the shadow class or                
not. While necessary for the RGB bands, the LiDAR data does not take into account               
shadows and, therefore, buildings were being classified as shadows and vice versa. In             
the end we decided to keep the class since the benefits outweighed the costs. 
 
A full classification result, with only buildings selected, can be seen in Figure 18.              
Results are fairly accurate, although some misclassified concrete rubble can be seen in             
the northern border. 
 

 
Figure 18. Sample 1 (Urban Regular pattern) after classification. Concrete roofs are highlighted in blue, 

tin roofs in red. 
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3.3. MBT Classification 
In the case of the Model Building Type classification, several classification algorithms            
were tested to see which performed better. As seen in Table 11, the clear winner for the                 
F1 score was the Support Vector Machine with the custom implementation of the             
Pearson Universal Kernel (PUK), followed closely by the SVM with Radial Basis            
Function (RBF) kernel. This makes sense, since the PUK kernel is a generalization of              
other kernels. 
 

Table 11. F1 scores for all models. 
F1 Score 

Stratum Tree 2 Tree 3 Tree 5 SVM 
(Linear) 

SVM 
(PUK) 

SVM 
(RBF) 

Logistic 
Regression 

Gaussian 
Naive Bayes 

Residential 0.864 0.864 0.865 0.865 0.874 0.874 0.865 0.864 

Urban Regular 0.804 0.813 0.810 0.804 0.813 0.808 0.808 0.805 

Urban Irregular 0.790 0.789 0.792 0.792 0.806 0.799 0.792 0.791 

Rural 0.692 0.733 0.718 0.662 0.783 0.732 0.677 0.677 

Informal 0.669 0.681 0.702 0.670 0.740 0.730 0.669 0.670 

 
Another interesting detail to note is how the performance of decision trees decreases             
with increasing maximum depth (and model complexity). This is a clear example of             
overfitting, where the model has learnt the noise of the training data but generalises              
poorly to the testing data. 
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A more in-depth view of the SVM-PUK models can be seen in Table 12. Several details                
pop out: 
 

- The performance scores are much lower than for the image classification,           
ranging from acceptable (Cohen-Kappa scores between 0.6 - 0. 75) to moderate            
(under 0.5). 
 

- The training accuracy in most strata is much higher than the testing accuracy,             
which is a strong indicator of overfitting. In two samples, the training accuracy is              
100%, while the testing one barely reaches 80% or less. Coincidentally, these            
strata have the highest number of samples for training. The best results are             
achieved for the stratum with the lowest training accuracy (Residential), which           
also has comparatively few samples. 

 
 

Table 12. Classification report and selected parameters for SVM with PUK kernel in each stratum. 

 Nº of 
samples 

Selected 
parameters Performance metrics 

Stratum Trai
n Test C Sigma Omega Accuracy 

(train) 
Accuracy 

(test) 
F1 

(weighted) 
Cohen-Kappa 

score 

Residential 480 120 1 1 1 0.881 0.875 0.874 0.750 

Urban 
Regular 3200 800 1 0.01 0.1 0.913 0.819 0.813 0.638 

Urban 
Irregular 6400 1600 10 10 0.01 1.000 0.809 0.806 0.619 

Rural 240 60 10 1 0.1 0.979 0.783 0.783 0.567 

Informal 6400 1600 10 0.01 0.1 1.000 0.743 0.740 0.485 

 
 
We can take a more detailed look at how exactly the SVMs are classifying each stratum                
in the Confusion Matrices, Table 13. In these, we see that, although both classes have               
the same number of samples (they are balanced, in ML jargon), models consistently             
predict more wood and masonry (MAndW) buildings than reinforced concrete (RC)           
ones. In a similar test with unbalanced samples (learning from the distributions as they              
actually are), the most predicted class was Reinforced Concrete. 
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Table 13. Confusion Matrices for SVM classifiers with Pearson VII kernel, per stratum. 

Residential 
Predicted Class  

Rural 
Predicted Class 

MAndW RC  MAndW RC 

Actual 
class 

MAndW 58 2  Actual 
class 

MAndW 23 7 

RC 13 47  RC 6 24 

         

Informal 
Predicted Class  

Urban Irregular 
Predicted Class 

MAndW RC  MAndW RC 

Actual 
class 

MAndW 669 131  Actual 
class 

MAndW 760 40 

RC 281 519  RC 265 535 

 

Urban Regular 
Predicted Class 

MAndW RC 

Actual 
class 

MAndW 396 4 

RC 141 259 

 
The weighted F1 scores and accuracies range from 75% - 87%, which is in line or                
slightly above similar studies (Matsuka et al., 2012; Mück et al., 2013). However, we did               
not achieve the performance gains expected from the exceptional results in the OBIA             
phase. To figure out why, we decided to contact the ground truth compiler, David              
Lallemant. 
 
He explained to us that, in the highly complex Port-au-Prince scenario, even for an              
expert on the ground, it can be hard to predict what structure a building has only looking                 
from the outside, as our model does (all our attributes are extracted remotely), and              
estimated an expert would have an accuracy of around 80%, which matches our results. 
 

3.4. Validation via bootstrap 
After calculating the counts of both ground truth and OBIA-derived buildings, following            
the bootstrap method described in section 2.10, a binomial test was conducted for each              
circle. The binomial test is a statistical test to check for the probability of two samples of                 
pertaining to the same distribution. In this case, we estimate p the probability of an               
OBIA detected building of being either of type RC or MAndW, as the fraction of               
buildings of that type in the sample. 
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If the p-value given from the binomial test is higher than 0.05, one can assume that the                 
two samples come from the same distribution. Table 14 shows the counts of circles with               
a positive outcome for the binomial test, per sample. 
 

Table 14. Bootstrap counts with p-value over 0.05, per sample. 
Sample Stratum p-value > 0.05 Total Ratio 

2 Informal 105 200 53% 

3 Informal 5 200 3% 

9 Informal 196 200 98% 

0 Residential - - - 

6 Residential 122 200 61% 

8 Residential 122 200 61% 

13 Residential 55 193 28% 

23 Residential 150 198 76% 

5 Rural 126 199 63% 

19 Rural 66 171 39% 

15 Urban Irregular 186 200 93% 

16 Urban Irregular 18 200 9% 

18 Urban Irregular 0 200 0% 

21 Urban Irregular 137 200 69% 

1 Urban Regular 148 200 74% 

4 Urban Regular 161 200 81% 

7 Urban Regular 158 200 79% 

11 Urban Regular 163 200 82% 

12 Urban Regular 75 200 38% 

14 Urban Regular 127 200 64% 

20 Urban Regular 166 200 83% 

 
Considering 65% of bootstrap counts that pass the binomial test as a lower limit, most               
samples (12/21) can’t be considered positive results. That is, the OBIA process does             
not return numbers of buildings similar to what is found in reality. 
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However, we must also remember that the BTEB database used as ground truth is              
incomplete, while we do expect the OBIA analysis to detect all buildings. As a second               
opinion, we evaluated the auxiliary database compiled by Christina Corbane (described           
in section 2.3.4) that, while also incomplete, is precisely geolocated. This allows us to              
relate individual buildings between the database and the OBIA process. 
 
By doing a simple geospatial intersection (checking which points from Corbane’s           
database are contained inside the OBIA polygons) we can compare the distributions of             
Model Building Types. The results using the SVM-PUK model classification, are found            
in Table 15 and 16. 
 

Table 15. Confusion matrix and prediction metrics per class comparing OBIA classified MBT’s with 
Corbane’s database. TP stands for True Positive. 

 

 
Actual Class (Corbane) Precision metrics 

MAndW RC TP Rate Precision F1-Score 

Predicted 
class (OBIA) 

MAndW 396 4 77% 95% 85% 

RC 141 259 86% 53% 66% 
 
 

Table 16. Global metrics for the model detailed in Table 15.  
TP Rate 79% 

F1-Score 75% 

Cohen-Kappa 
score 0.52 

 
The results show that, while comparing absolute numbers per MBT is not possible given              
the lack of complete databases, when comparing MBT distribution we obtain           
satisfactory results. 
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4. Conclusions 
The main conclusion to draw from this work is that machine learning and computer              
vision techniques can be used to compile exposure databases while achieving           
state-of-the-art accuracies. 
 
The most impactful result of this work is the great accuracy reached when classifying              
roof materials (97%) or detecting building footprints (99%), which is far superior than the              
90% reached in previous studies. This is even more surprising when considering the             
simplicity of the model (a standard Random Forest) and the relatively low number of              
labeled points used as training and testing data (1121 points, with some classes having              
only 120 points for both testing and training). The key to these results lies not in the                 
classification itself but in the previous segmentation: what actually achieved these           
performance gains was adding elevation but also dropping certain bands (SWIR and            
LiDAR intensity) from the segmentation, since they were adding noise. 
 
This brings us to the conclusion that the single most important step in an OBIA process,                
and the hardest to automatize, is the image segmentation. One of the key steps in               
image segmentation is choosing a segmentation algorithm, and this is where the lack of              
specific algorithms for airborne urban imagery becomes patent. 
 
Image segmentation techniques were originally conceived to separate foreground and          
background in photographs. However, airborne imagery is particular in the sense that            
there is no clear foreground or background, since the image is taken from hundreds or               
thousands of meters apart. Furthermore, urban imagery has some clear patterns, such            
as regular shaped buildings, straight edges or shadows, that could be leveraged for             
more efficient segmentation. 
 
As for the MBT classification, we achieved satisfactory results in a chaotic setting with              
only three features. One of the keys here was the implementation of the state-of-the-art              
Pearson VII kernel for SVMs. 
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The potential scale and speed gains of applying ML techniques are enormous. In this              
work, the great majority of time has been spent on learning and testing these              
techniques but, once known, the steps requiring manually intensive labour are only two: 
 

- Labelling of points for roof classification, which is still several times faster than             
footprint digitization, and is only necessary for a small sample of the data. 
 

- Correcting the LiDAR point cloud classification which, as mentioned in the           
“Materials and Methods” section, is mainly due to the complexity of the informal             
stratum, with crowded buildings and abrupt terrain. Even so, improving the           
classification algorithms for point clouds could bring enormous benefits. 

 
This work is greatly benefited by the availability of high quality data, both as aerial               
imagery and LiDAR point clouds, which are not always available. However, the            
resolution of satellite imagery, which does usually cover the entire world, has improved             
dramatically in the past decades and continues to do so. Regarding elevation, the same              
can be said for Synthetic Aperture Radar data. Furthermore, the reduction in size and              
costs of sensors, and the increasingly diverse Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) market,            
might make it possible for even less affluent cities or countries to acquire very high               
resolution data. 
 
Regarding the nature of the workflow, one of the key interests of this work was               
developing a reproducible, comprehensible and open source workflow, to be used both            
by other data scientists and researchers or by communicators to the general public.             
With a single exception of using proprietary software, this has been the case, and the               
analysis is now available for anyone on GitHub: https://github.com/arredond/haiti-obia 
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4.1. Further improvements 
Apart from the already stated improvements to be made in segmentation and point             
cloud algorithms, there are several improvements that could be done to this work or to               
similar ones in the future: 
 

- Constructing a true vulnerability database from the existing exposition one. 
 

- Scaling the current work to the whole city or to bigger regions 
 

- Improving the feature extraction in the OBIA process, not only to detect individual             
building features but also vulnerability modifiers, such as the location of buildings            
inside a block, the amount of exposed perimeter, identifying typical building           
shapes, etc. 
 

- Although open, the format of the analysis (Python code) makes it inaccessible to             
non-programmers. Building a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to perform these          
steps would greatly aid the scientific community. This was one of the original             
goals in the proposal of this work but has been finally left out of the scope. 
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